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Written by a college professor/ college swimming coach who has excelled as a competitor, swim
teacher and swim coach. It has all the information, illustrations and videos necessary to answer
all your questions relative to beginning swimming through the competition levels. There has
never been a more complete book on swimming.



SWIMMING ESSENTIALSFrom Beginner to Competition A Video Book Third Edition Eldin
OnsgardEast Los Angeles College Total Health Publications Copyright 2017 ABOUT THE
AUTHORProfessor Onsgard was a competitor in swimming, diving and water polo in his
collegiate years and was All-American in springboard diving. He has coached at the club, high
school, community college and university levels and has coached a number of collegiate All-
American aquatic athletes. He has also excelled as a teacher from beginners to competitive
adults. For the past 49 years, he has served as an ocean lifeguard for Los Angeles County and
Los Angeles City. He has enjoyed teaching the LA County Jr. Lifeguard Program for more than
25 years. Professor Onsgard continues to compete in the National & International Surf
Lifesaving competitions and has recently won all nine events in swimming, running, rowing and
paddling. When he writes about water safety, how to swim, or how to use swimming for fitness
or for fun, you can believe that he practices what he preaches! TABLE OF
CONTENTSABOUT THE AUTHORPrefacePART I Introduction to SwimmingCHAPTER 1The
History, Science, and Benefits of SwimmingThe Science of SwimmingTechniques for
BeginnersThe Physical Benefits of SwimmingOther Water WorkoutsWater SafetySwimming
CompetitionClothing and EquipmentCHAPTER 2Getting Accustomed to the WaterStanding Up
in the WaterLifting the Head Out of the WaterFloatingJellyfish (Turtle or Tuck) FloatProne
FloatBack FloatBobbingDrills for Learning Rhythmic BreathingCHAPTER 3Beginning
PropulsionFlutter KickElementary BackstrokeElementary backstroke sequenceDrills and
Workouts for BeginnersPART II Basic StrokesCHAPTER 4Front CrawlThe KickThe
StrokeThe Pull-Push Arm StrokeStreamliningThe BreathingDrills and Workouts for the Front
CrawlCHAPTER 5Beginning BreaststrokeThe BreathingThe KickThe CoordinationDrills for the
BreaststrokeCHAPTER 6SidestrokeThe KickThe Arm StrokeCombination Drills for General
SwimmerConditioningPART IIIIntermediate and Advanced StrokesCHAPTER 7Crawl StrokeThe
Arm StrokeBreathingThree Types of Kicks In the crawl stroke.The TurnThe StartDrills and
Workouts for Intermediate and Advanced Front CrawlCHAPTER 8Racing BreaststrokeThe
KickWhip kick sequenceThe PullThe TurnThe StartDrills and Workouts for Racing
BreaststrokeCHAPTER 9Back CrawlOutlineThe KickThe Arm StrokeThe TurnThe StartThe
Backstroke FlagsCHAPTER10Butterfly and theIndividual MedleyThe KickThe Arm StrokeThe
BreathingButterfly stroke sequenceThe StartThe TurnThe Individual MedleyThe Turns In the
Individual MedleyDrills and Workouts for Intermediate SwimmersPART IV
ConditioningCHAPTER 11The Intermediate SwimmerPerfecting the StrokeCardiovascular
ConditioningCHAPTER 12The Advanced Swimmer andCompetitive SwimmingAdvanced
SwimmersCompetitive SwimmingFreestyle (Front-Crawl) WorkoutsDistance WorkoutMiddle-
Distance WorkoutSprinters' WorkoutBackstroke WorkoutSprint Workout for
BackstrokersTaperingTapering WorkoutCHAPTER 13Increasing Strength and PowerMuscle
TypesFiber Diameter SMALL Intermediate LARGERECRUITMENT



OF MUSCLE FIBERSThe Basics of Strength and Strength-Endurance ConditioningHereditary
FactorsSome Typical Exercises That Should Help SwimmersSpecificity—The Importance of
Body Position (Posture)Combining Strength With EnduranceThe Inverted Pyramid
WorkoutPART V Water SafetyCHAPTER 14Water SafetyBasic Survival TechniquesBasic
Lifesaving TechniquesBasic Safety Rules for SwimmersLifesaving techniquesGlossary of
Swimming Terms PrefaceSwimming Essentials attempts to meet the needs and interests of a
vast audience. However, it serves only as an introduction to swimming, water safety, and aquatic
recreation.While the emphasis of this book is to teach the beginner to swim and the intermediate
to improve his or her strokes, advanced swimmers will find valuable information, too.The text
begins with exercises and techniques to help the non-swimmer become comfortable in the
water . Next, the beginner is taught how to move effectively in the water. Intermediate and
advanced levels of swimming technique are then presented.Most students in a beginning
swimming class will be able to follow this instruction to progress into the intermediate level, and
possibly the advanced level. The book takes the student as far as he or she is willing and able to
go. The techniques of all major swimming strokes are thoroughly explored.Today's heightened
interest in fitness has brought more people into swimming, consequently, these subjects are
explored in that light. Some readers may also be interested in competitive swimming from age
group to high school—and beyond. Therefore, various aspects of competitive swimming are
discussed throughout. The glossary explains commonly used aquatic terms.This book is
designed to get the non-swimmer swimming and those who can swim to enjoy the water
more. The VideosVideos are inserted throughout the book—especially in the advanced
sections, showing underwater and over-water shots of the starts, turns and the strokes used in
competition.It you are reading a print book, type the hyperlink address into the address bar of
abrowser.If you are reading an e-book, merely cick the link. When the video appears click the
arrow on the bottom of the picture to start the play. PART I Introduction to
Swimming CHAPTER 1The History, Science, and Benefits of SwimmingOutlineThe Science of
Swimming

Today's heightened interest in fitness has brought more people into swimming, consequently,
these subjects are explored in that light. Some readers may also be interested in competitive
swimming from age group to high school—and beyond. Therefore, various aspects of
competitive swimming are discussed throughout. The glossary explains commonly used aquatic
terms.This book is designed to get the non-swimmer swimming and those who can swim to
enjoy the water more. The VideosVideos are inserted throughout the book—especially in the
advanced sections, showing underwater and over-water shots of the starts, turns and the
strokes used in competition.It you are reading a print book, type the hyperlink address into the
address bar of abrowser.If you are reading an e-book, merely cick the link. When the video
appears click the arrow on the bottom of the picture to start the play. PART I
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SwimmingOutlineThe Science of SwimmingTechniques for Beginners versus AdvancedThe
Physical Benefits of SwimmingOther Water WorkoutsRecreational Aspects of SwimmingWater
SafetySwimming CompetitionClothing and EquipmentSummary People have been swimming for
a long, long time. Pictures of swimmers are found on Assyrian bas-reliefs made nearly 3,000
years ago, on the walls of ancient Roman buildings, and on 2,000-year-old pottery from Greece.
One of the first books ever published (in 1538) was The Art of Swimming.At one time the
breaststroke was the most common stroke-at least in Europe and the United States. As
competitive swimming developed, swimmers started looking for faster methods of propulsion.
Speed swimming evolved from a dog paddle to the breaststroke, to the sidestroke, to the
overarm sidestroke. In 1873 John Trudgen brought to England a stroke he had learned from the
South American Indians, featuring an overarm stroke with one arm, then a sidestroke scissor
kick, then another overarm stroke-one kick for eve1y two arm-pulls.1 Eventually this Trudgen
stroke was modified so that a kick was done between each arm stroke. With this double
Trudgen, the body rolled from side to side with each kick.In 1902, at the International Swimming
Championships, an Australian named Richard Cavill introduced a hand-over-hand method of
swimming coupled with an up-and-down kick that was labeled the Australian crawl.2 He
shattered the world record for the 100 yards with a clocking of 58.4 seconds.Four years later, C.
M. Daniels became the first American swimming champion. After refining the crawl stroke and
the kick, he was able to swim the 100 yards in 55.4 seconds with what became known as the
American crawl.In 1912 the legendary Hawaiian, Duke Kahanamoku, perfected the six-beat or
six-kick crawl that became the standard type of kick in the crawl stroke for many years. With this
new technique the Duke won both the 1912 and the 1920 Olympic 100-yard sprints.As
principles from the science of physics and the field of biomechanics have been applied to
swimming, improved techniques for swimming strokes and for athletic conditioning have
developed. Slow-motion films and videos, force platforms, flumes, and other devices have
helped expand our knowledge of locomotion in the water. The information thus obtained has
benefited every swimmer from the novice to the Olympian.The Science of Swimming1.
Buoyancy of the body. Some bodies are more dense than others and have greater difficulty
floating. The greater the percentage of body weight in bone and muscle, the more dense the
body will be. Women, who generally carry more fat than men, usually float higher than  men.
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address bar of abrowser.If you are reading an e-book, merely cick the link. When the video
appears click the arrow on the bottom of the picture to start the play. PART I
Introduction to Swimming CHAPTER 1The History, Science, and Benefits of
SwimmingOutlineThe Science of SwimmingTechniques for Beginners versus AdvancedThe
Physical Benefits of SwimmingOther Water WorkoutsRecreational Aspects of SwimmingWater
SafetySwimming CompetitionClothing and EquipmentSummary People have been swimming for
a long, long time. Pictures of swimmers are found on Assyrian bas-reliefs made nearly 3,000
years ago, on the walls of ancient Roman buildings, and on 2,000-year-old pottery from Greece.
One of the first books ever published (in 1538) was The Art of Swimming.At one time the
breaststroke was the most common stroke-at least in Europe and the United States. As
competitive swimming developed, swimmers started looking for faster methods of propulsion.
Speed swimming evolved from a dog paddle to the breaststroke, to the sidestroke, to the
overarm sidestroke. In 1873 John Trudgen brought to England a stroke he had learned from the
South American Indians, featuring an overarm stroke with one arm, then a sidestroke scissor
kick, then another overarm stroke-one kick for eve1y two arm-pulls.1 Eventually this Trudgen
stroke was modified so that a kick was done between each arm stroke. With this double
Trudgen, the body rolled from side to side with each kick.In 1902, at the International Swimming
Championships, an Australian named Richard Cavill introduced a hand-over-hand method of
swimming coupled with an up-and-down kick that was labeled the Australian crawl.2 He
shattered the world record for the 100 yards with a clocking of 58.4 seconds.Four years later, C.
M. Daniels became the first American swimming champion. After refining the crawl stroke and
the kick, he was able to swim the 100 yards in 55.4 seconds with what became known as the
American crawl.In 1912 the legendary Hawaiian, Duke Kahanamoku, perfected the six-beat or
six-kick crawl that became the standard type of kick in the crawl stroke for many years. With this
new technique the Duke won both the 1912 and the 1920 Olympic 100-yard sprints.As
principles from the science of physics and the field of biomechanics have been applied to
swimming, improved techniques for swimming strokes and for athletic conditioning have
developed. Slow-motion films and videos, force platforms, flumes, and other devices have
helped expand our knowledge of locomotion in the water. The information thus obtained has
benefited every swimmer from the novice to the Olympian.The Science of Swimming1.
Buoyancy of the body. Some bodies are more dense than others and have greater difficulty
floating. The greater the percentage of body weight in bone and muscle, the more dense the
body will be. Women, who generally carry more fat than men, usually float higher than
men.2. Center of buoyancy in the body. This is the part of the body that floats the
highest. It is in the area of the chest. This factor is especially important in the back float
because proper flotation makes breathing easier.3. Drag. The skin and its body hair
create a resistance to momentum.Drag can be reduced by shaving body hair, wearing a
swimsuit made with anti-drag materials, wearing a bathing cap, and oiling the body (sometimes
done in competitive swimming).REACTIONLaw of action and reaction. Movement of the



swimmer's arms down produces an upward reaction behind.4. Frontal resistance. This is
created by the cross-sectional area of the body that faces the direction of movement. It includes
the area of the head and shoulders and the legs as they drop below shoulder level. Frontal
resistance to the water slows the speed developed by the propulsion of the arms and
legs.5. Law of action and reaction. Isaac Newton (1642-1727) formulated the law of
physics stating that for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction. Applied to
swimming, it means that for every pound of force generated in a backward direction, there will be
a pound of force moving the swimmer forward. Of course, this forward force is reduced by the
previously mentioned drag factors.6. Drag force. The force developed by a hand and
arm pushing directly against the water is drag force. This is the primary force moving the body
through the water. In this theory the hands are thought of as paddles. The idea of drag force is
related to Newton's principle. Drag force theory--hands act as paddles. Water flows over
longer curved area(a) on top faster than water flows over shorter flat area {b) on bottom, creating
lift.7. Kinetic theory of fluids.Daniel Bernoulli's (1700-1782) theory relating to gases and fluids,
when applied to an airplane wing, explains that the longer curved area of the upper wing makes
the air flow over it farther, and therefore faster, than it can flow under the flat part of the
underside of the wing. Because it is flowing faster over the top of the wing, it creates a low-
pressure area over the wing. As the wing moves toward this low-pressure area, it rises from the
ground . This is called lift. The use of a propeller has similar lifting capabilities.8. Aerodynamic
lift theory. A more recent theory of swimming propulsion was that the hands and arms are more
effective in propulsion if they created lift forces pulling the body forward rather than drag forces
that push the body forward . The swimmer 's hands would act as propellers (rather than paddles,
as in the drag-free theory) . There is evidence for both the lift and the drag theories of
propulsion. The lift theory of propulsion also applies to the leg kick.3 Aerodynamic. The hands
act as propellers Current Research. Research topics today are (1) how to get better
propulsion through deflecting the water backward (drag) so that the body is pushed forward and
(2) how to move the hands and arms sothat maximum "lift" is created and the body is pulled
forward. The “push” theory has now won out. The emphasis now is on reducing the drag from the
body, especially the shoulders and upper arms.Techniques for BeginnersThe older method of
swimming, in which the arms and legs are thought of as paddles, is still the simpler way for a
beginner to learn a stroke. It tends to give the beginner quick success in the stroke. For those
interested only in recreational swimming, this technique is sufficient. The Physical Benefits
of SwimmingSwimming has become a more popular pastime as its physical benefits have
become known. In the past it was primarily a recreational pursuit. Today people are more aware
of its aerobic aspect; and since other aerobic activities such as jogging or bike riding have more
inherent dangers for injury, many are making swimming their aerobic exercise of choice.Not only
is swimming a safe type of aerobic exercise, it is also a full body exercise. While running and
cycling primarily exercise the heart and the lower extremities, swimming works the upper and
lower body as well as the heart.Because of the high caloric output of swimming, it is an excellent



method of controlling one's weight. It also effectively tones the muscles. A swimmer's body tends
to have more lean body mass and less body fat than a non- swimmer's.Other Water
WorkoutsThe medium of water allows a person exercising to work against greater resistance
than is possible in exercises done on land . Water aerobics (aqua-aerobics) and deep-water
running are rapidly growing in popularity. The resistance of the water also aids the development
of muscular endurance. Water workouts have been used by physical therapists for many years
for people with muscle-weakening illness or injury, but it was recently that athletes discovered
this application for general physical conditioning.Water SafetySwimming is a necessary skill for
scuba divers, skin divers, and snorkelers; for windsurfers and bodysurfers; for boaters and for
water skiers. An accomplished swimmer finds many recreational opportunities opened to him or
her.Nearly 8,000 drowning deaths occur annually. Many could have been pre- vented if the
victim had known how to act safely in the water or if someone had made certain that there was a
lifeguard on duty. People can drown even in shallow water. A lifeguard should always be present
when people are swimming.Swimming CompetitionOpportunities for swimming competition
begin in early elementary school with age-group swimming .. Next are high school and college
swimming teams. Then the masters programs take over, with competition for every age group
from the twenties into the eighties. There are ocean swims, lake swims, pool competitions, and
triathlons available. If you like competition, swimming offers it for every age and every ability
level.Synchronized swimming is a special type of competition in which the participants use the
pool as their arena to create a series of graceful and beautiful moves to music. Formerly, and
appropriately, called water ballet, it is truly a type of dance in the water. It has been an Olympic
sport since. Clothing and EquipmentTank suits are most comfortable for swimming. They give
more support, reduce water resistance, and dry more quickly than the normal beach wear of
bikinis for women and boxer-type shorts for men. They are generally made from nylon, Lycra, or
other such materials and can usually be purchased at sporting goods stores or specialty
shops.Goggles are used by many swimmers to avoid the temporary eye irritations that may be
caused by chemicals used to disinfect the water.Face plates are used not only for skin diving
and scuba diving but also by some people in swim classes because they afford protection to
those whose nasal mucous membranes are sensitive to the water.Bathing caps are required in
some pools in order to reduce the amount of hair that may clog the drains and filters. Many
people prefer to wear caps in order to protect their hair from the pool chemicals or to keep their
hair out of their eyes.Swim fins are not only used for skin diving and scuba diving but are often
used in swim workouts to help strengthen the legs and aid students in learning to kick
correctly.Floats (pool buoys) are used to hold the legs up when the swimmer is working on the
arm pull.A kickboard is used to hold up the upper body when the swimmer is working on the
kick.Paddles or webbed gloves are used to increase resistance to the arm stroke.Care should
be taken when using these aids, though, because they can cause excess shoulder irritation of
the rotator cuff muscles .Deck shoes are often used to reduce the chances of slipping on a pool
deck or to avoid contact with athlete's foot fungus when showering.



The medium of water allows a person exercising to work against greater resistance than is
possible in exercises done on land . Water aerobics (aqua-aerobics) and deep-water running are
rapidly growing in popularity. The resistance of the water also aids the development of muscular
endurance. Water workouts have been used by physical therapists for many years for people
with muscle-weakening illness or injury, but it was recently that athletes discovered this
application for general physical conditioning.Water SafetySwimming is a necessary skill for
scuba divers, skin divers, and snorkelers; for windsurfers and bodysurfers; for boaters and for
water skiers. An accomplished swimmer finds many recreational opportunities opened to him or
her.Nearly 8,000 drowning deaths occur annually. Many could have been pre- vented if the
victim had known how to act safely in the water or if someone had made certain that there was a
lifeguard on duty. People can drown even in shallow water. A lifeguard should always be present
when people are swimming.Swimming CompetitionOpportunities for swimming competition
begin in early elementary school with age-group swimming .. Next are high school and college
swimming teams. Then the masters programs take over, with competition for every age group
from the twenties into the eighties. There are ocean swims, lake swims, pool competitions, and
triathlons available. If you like competition, swimming offers it for every age and every ability
level.Synchronized swimming is a special type of competition in which the participants use the
pool as their arena to create a series of graceful and beautiful moves to music. Formerly, and
appropriately, called water ballet, it is truly a type of dance in the water. It has been an Olympic
sport since. Clothing and EquipmentTank suits are most comfortable for swimming. They give
more support, reduce water resistance, and dry more quickly than the normal beach wear of
bikinis for women and boxer-type shorts for men. They are generally made from nylon, Lycra, or
other such materials and can usually be purchased at sporting goods stores or specialty
shops.Goggles are used by many swimmers to avoid the temporary eye irritations that may be
caused by chemicals used to disinfect the water.Face plates are used not only for skin diving
and scuba diving but also by some people in swim classes because they afford protection to
those whose nasal mucous membranes are sensitive to the water.Bathing caps are required in
some pools in order to reduce the amount of hair that may clog the drains and filters. Many
people prefer to wear caps in order to protect their hair from the pool chemicals or to keep their
hair out of their eyes.Swim fins are not only used for skin diving and scuba diving but are often
used in swim workouts to help strengthen the legs and aid students in learning to kick
correctly.Floats (pool buoys) are used to hold the legs up when the swimmer is working on the
arm pull.A kickboard is used to hold up the upper body when the swimmer is working on the
kick.Paddles or webbed gloves are used to increase resistance to the arm stroke.Care should
be taken when using these aids, though, because they can cause excess shoulder irritation of
the rotator cuff muscles .Deck shoes are often used to reduce the chances of slipping on a pool
deck or to avoid contact with athlete's foot fungus when showering.Warm-up clothing such as
sweat clothes are often worn to class, especially at outdoor pools.Nose clips are helpful to those
bothered by water in the nose. Backstroke swimmers use them quite often.Ear plugs are helpful



to those bothered by water in the ears. They help prevent irritation and infection of the
ears. Equipment. (clockwise from left) floats, paddles, goggles, kickboard, swim fins, tank suits,
bathing cap.Summary• Swimming has a long history• Swimming as an art and
sport has benefited from the application of science to swimming technique and overall physical
conditioning.• Swimming is not only an enjoyable recreation itself but also allows us to
pursue other recreational pastimes such as scuba diving, surfing, and snorkeling.•
Competitive swimming events are available for every age group and for nearly every ability
level.• Swimming is an outstanding way to develop cardiovascular fitness and to control
one's weight.• There are many types of swimsuits and swim aids. CHAPTER 2Getting
Accustomed to the Water OutlineStanding Up in the WaterBringing the Head Out of the Water
Floatingjellyfish (Turtle or Tuck) FloatProne FloatChecklist for the Prone FloatBack
FloatChecklist for the Back Float SummaryDrills for Learning Rhythmic BreathingA few people
find it difficult to become comfortable in the water. Whether it is the change in temperature (from
the air), the feeling of buoyancy, or something else that bothers them, these fears must be
overcome before swimming can be learned.Heated swimming pools may vary in temperature
from the high sixties (Fahrenheit) to the mid-eighties. The higher the temperature, the more
comfortable it is for the swimmer who is not exercising briskly . As a workout becomes more
strenuous, the water temperature should be reduced.If the water temperature is uncomfortably
cool for you, take some time to get used to it before immersing yourself . Try splashing some
water on your face and body. Once you are in the water, do some exercises to warm up your
muscles. Run in place, or move your arms back and forth through the water . As your muscles
warm up, the water will feel cool and soothing- refreshing-rather than chilly.When properly
maintained, swimming pool water is cleaner than drinking water, so you need have no fear of
ingesting it or getting it in your eyes or nose. The only possible problem is that the chemicals
used to make the water safer might slightly irritate the mucous membranes of your eyes. For this
reason many people wear swimming goggles, which are available at every sporting goods store
for about $15.Suggestions follow for becoming comfortable in the water:1. Someone
who has never been in a pool should first hold onto the side and feel the water. Next , hold the
pool gutter or a lane line and walk a short distance. Then walk in the water without holding onto
any- thing. First walk along the side of the pool, then walk away from the edge of the pool toward
its center. If there is very shallow water (about two feet deep) in the pool, try sitting in it and
begin to familiarize yourself with the feeling of buoyancy that the water gives. The legs will start
to float to the surface. Relax the arms, and feel them float upwards, too.2. The next step
is to stand in waist-deep water and submerge yourself, first to chest level, then to shoulder level,
then to the chin. Now feel the softness of the water. Slowly put your face in the water, then
slowly take it out. Do this several times. Remember to do it slowly so that the water isn't pulled
up into the nose.Learning to hold the breath is the third step. Hold the pool gutter and take a
breath. Hold it for five seconds, then ten seconds. (Ourgoal is to be able to hold it for thirty
seconds under the water, Next, submerge in the water to shoulder level, put your face in the



water, and hold your breath five, ten, fifteen, and finally thirty seconds. Remember to bring your
face out of the water slowly when finishing this exercise. Notice the buoyancy of the water will
give you a tendency to float.

The book by Gail Weatherill RN CAEd has a rating of 5 out of 4.0. 1 people have provided
feedback.
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